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INTRODUCTION

Maintaining critical infrastructure is one of the most important jobs out there, one that can protect millions of 
people while also making their lives better. There’s just one small detail: It all needs to be maintained, and most of 
it needs to be able to phone home reliably. 

Your mobile workforce needs to be equipped with rugged tools that can withstand the rigors of any environment 
where they need to work. But there’s one other factor as well: the devices need to remain secure. When you 
send a worker out with a device, you’re sending that person out with a connection to your organization, with data 
that needs to be kept private, and with records that are not only private to you, but may be subject to regulatory 
compliance. Making it all work also means making sure it remains secure.

CBS Interactive is proud to present “When concrete and steel meet sensors and signals: How a mobile workforce 
can make it all work,” a detailed and informative white paper about equipping a mobile workforce to maintain the 
digital elements of critical infrastructure. In this white paper, we will:

 f Explore the challenges facing critical infrastructure in three key segments: 
transportation and logistics, utilities, and public safety/EMS.

 f Discover the digital technologies being used to help monitor, track, and update 
infrastructure management organizations on the real-time safety and security of a 
wide range of key infrastructure elements.

 f Learn what features and functions to look for in choosing gear to equip a mobile 
workforce, and what capabilities you’ll need to be sure your workforce can maintain 
communications at all times.

Equipping a mobile workforce involves all the demands that you’ll encounter when 
equipping traditional office employees. However, when you send workers out into the field, the need for secure, 
robust, reliable, and always-connected computing becomes mission critical.

MOBILE WORKERS AND THE CHANGING NATURE 
OF INFRASTRUCTURE

When it comes to infrastructure, most people think of concrete and steel, pipelines and transmission lines, 
bridges and railroads. But what’s the infrastructure of the infrastructure? The answer is one word: people. More 
specifically, it’s up to an enormous mobile workforce that builds it, maintains it, monitors it, restores it, and 
responds in case of emergency.

In the next few pages, we’re going to explore the infrastructure with a focus on the tools and resources needed 
by a modern, mobile workforce that must work inside and outside, above ground and below, in darkness and 
bright sunlight, in rain, snow, sleet, and hail, in dust, in muck, in grime, in grease, and in every other condition 
where hardworking rugged people need rugged hardware in order to maintain critical infrastructure.

Out in the field, the 
need for secure, 
robust, reliable, and 
always-connected 
computing becomes 
mission-critical.
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The United States National Infrastructure Plan, NIPP 2013 Partnering for Critical Infrastructure Security and 
Resilience, defines sixteen critical infrastructure sectors. [1] In this document, we’ll be focusing on three: 
transportation, utilities, and public safety. 

No infrastructure segment works entirely on its own. For example, when Hurricane Sandy hit New York and 
New Jersey in 2012, damage to the roadways made emergency service response 
more difficult. When power went out and water became contaminated, hospitals were 
unable to function. Of nearly 25 hospitals in Manhattan alone, only one remained open 
right after the storm hit. [2] 

Although we’re focusing here on transportation, utilities, and public safety, the 
problems and solutions described in this paper not only extend to all of America’s 
critical infrastructure segments, but critical infrastructure in nations throughout the 
world. Additionally, the mobile workforce and communications solutions highlighted 
in this document can also apply to many field applications that support commercial 
operations.

Overall, the US transportation sector operates about 780,000 monthly passenger flights, 25,000 miles of 
navigable waterways, 29,000 miles of maritime highway, 1.3 million freight cars, 4 million miles of road highway, 
2.5 million miles of pipelines (of which 65 percent transport hazardous material), and a mass transit system that 
provides more than 10 billion passenger trips a year. [3] It employs 9.5 million American workers [4] and ships 
nearly 20 billion tons of goods each year. [5] 

The public utilities sector is similarly large. Community water systems service 264 million Americans. [6] In 2015, 
the US electric power industry distributed 3.7 trillion kilowatt hours of electricity to residential, commercial, 
industrial, and transportation users, all for about ten cents a kilowatt. [7] The electrical transmission and 
distribution system across the United States comprises thousands of interconnected substations, lines, control 
centers, control systems, and electricity markets, many with aging infrastructures.

But these are more than just “sectors.” These are the fundamental services and 
capabilities that make civilization possible. And they exist because workers go to 
work every day to make sure they do what they’re supposed to do.

Over the past decade or so, the nature of this work has changed. Digital 
technology has become increasingly important to the job, both in terms of the 
items they maintain, and the tools they use to do the maintaining.

Take, for example, cities throughout the United States. The American Society 
of Civil Engineers reports that smart grid technologies in the United States have 
received investments reaching nearly $20 billion in the past decade. [8]

TechRepublic reports that in San Antonio, Texas, streetlights have been upgraded with communications 
technology. When it rains after a long dry spell, roads become more slippery and visibility is reduced. San 
Antonio’s streetlights turn on automatically and add additional brightness, as needed, to help increase visibility 
and reduce accidents. [9]

What happens when one of those lights fails, though? Mobile workers need to be dispatched, they often need 
to connect into back office systems, look up and update information, deactivate existing devices, and then 
configure the new devices they’re installing.

When power 
went out and 
water became 
contaminated, 
hospitals were 
unable to function.
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It sounds like a normal day at the office for most IT professionals. The only difference is that these crews need 
to climb a pole and do all their work 20-30 feet in the air, regardless of the weather. 

Designing and building bridges is also a data-intensive process, requiring solid 
computing technology with good connectivity. Even the regular operation and 
maintenance of bridges requires the ability to connect back to the office for updates, 
work orders, and other tasks.

One of the most intriguing areas where digital technology is being put to work in the 
service of infrastructure safety is bridge monitoring. Sensor projects conducted by the 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden, [10] Penn State in collaboration with the 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, [11] and the University of Texas at Austin [12] 
are all providing information about the loads, vibrations, and material decomposition 
rates of bridges across the world.

These sensors can capture a tremendous amount of information. For example, 
sensors located on a bridge between Stockholm and Lidingö reports 400 pieces of 

data per second. This data needs to be transmitted reliably from the bridges to central data repositories, which 
rely on analytics to report on bridge conditions.

This kind of information can be critically important as bridges age. Once again, though, you’re talking about 
digital technology integrated with traditional infrastructure. Traditional IT professionals work behind a desk using 
a traditional computer or laptop. Outside the four walls, mobile workers work outdoors, perhaps hundreds of 
feet in the air. Their computer gear needs to be lightweight. It needs to be able to work in any kind of weather. It 
can’t afford to be down because of a drained battery. And it needs to be able to connect to the network reliably 
and consistently. 

Now, let’s move to the power grid itself. As you might imagine, power companies 
do not have to wait long to find out when the power goes out for a residential 
block. Suddenly, their phone support lines light up with residents complaining 
about power failures.

Electrical utilities have good, customer-driven visibility into the last mile of the 
electrical grid. But they’re often blind to the status of the rest of the distribution 
grid, particularly the lines connecting substations. To find problems, service 
technicians must often drive along the cable cuts, looking for indicator tags that 
pop up on power failure, in order to identify problems.

We’ve all seen the utility trucks working by the side of the road. What civilians 
often don’t realize is that one of the biggest problems technicians have should 
be easy to solve: the screens on their laptops and tablets are incredibly hard to read in the bright sunlight. 
Technicians need mobile devices that can be readable in the sun. It is also critical that the hardware can survive 
a drop and constant vibrations, because that often happens on the road.

The New York Times reports that real-time digital power line sensors are now also being deployed. [13] Sensors 
clamped directly to conducting power lines can pass real-time telemetry back to the power company, so 
even the tiniest unexpected fluctuation may be detected and mitigated, possibly before a power failure affects 
customers or ripples across geographic regions.

The job of installing, configuring, debugging, and replacing these sensors falls, once again, to mobile workers.

The emergency 
services sector in 
the United States 
comprises more 
than 2.5 million 
personnel serving 
in all 50 states.
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PUBLIC SAFETY: POLICE, FIRE,  
AMBULANCE, HOSPITAL

While people, facilities, and services that enhance and save lives are at the core 
of many infrastructure sectors, the emergency services sector is comprised of 
extraordinary people doing extraordinary jobs.  This sector contains the men and 
women who are the first responders, the people who run toward danger, not away 
from it.

Public safety comprises two of the US National Infrastructure Plan’s 16 segments: 
the Healthcare and Public Health sector, and the Emergency Services sector.

According to the US Department of Homeland Security, healthcare and public 
health comprise the following core mission areas: prevention, protection, mitigation, 
response, and recovery. [2] This sector includes direct patient care facilities (which 

admit 35 million Americans annually), health information technology, and health plans and payers (in other 
words, the insurance industry). Each of these areas has made substantial investments in mobile workforce 
technology.

There are other key subsectors related to healthcare and public health: fatality management services and 
facilities, medical material supply chain management and security, and laboratories, blood storage, and 
pharmaceutical research, manufacture, distribution, and management. More than 14 million Americans, or 
about 10 percent of the US workforce, are employed in these sectors.

Nearly every single one of these 14 million people needs to upload or download data. Workers in health and 
public safety are particularly mobile, whether they are on foot or in a vehicle. A nurse making rounds logs many 
miles inside the wings of a hospital and if that nurse drops a handheld computer, it’s going to hit the ground just 
as hard as if a maintenance worker dropped a digital device onto pavement.

Personnel within the healthcare and public health sector must deal with threats and hazards ranging from 
pandemics and infectious diseases to illness and infections arising from natural disasters and extreme weather. 
Medical workers gown and glove up to take contact precautions, so they don’t 
infect patients and patients’ conditions don’t hurt them. But what about their 
gear? What happens if a worker goes into a dust-filled environment and all of that 
particulate matter gets into the electronics? 

Digital devices in severe conditions need to be able to do the equivalent of gowning 
and gloving up, to keep dust, dirt, chemicals, metal shavings, and other damaging 
materials out of the gear.

The emergency services sector in the United States comprises more than 2.5 
million personnel serving all 50 states, in virtually all locations, at the Federal, State, 
local, tribal and territorial (SLTT) levels of government. [14] Most people are familiar 
with law enforcement, fire and rescue, and emergency medical services. But public 
safety also includes all forms of rescue, domestic bomb disposal, blood and organ 
transport, hazardous materials disposal and management, animal control, poison 
control, and even park rangers and lifeguards.
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While many other infrastructure sectors have unique facilities, the emergency services 
sector often relies on specialized vehicles that aid in public safety response. While 
emergency services are first responders for classic emergencies and disasters, they 
also face new levels of risk outside of their respondent responsibilities. While working 
on often substantially-reduced budgets, emergency responders may find themselves 
facing concerned citizens, cyberattacks, and false and misleading calls that can divert 
resources at the expense of citizens in need.

Here, you’re looking at not only a wide range of mobile computing and connectivity 
needs, but the ability to integrate the technology into the vehicles themselves. 
Mobile emergency workers, like many other mobile workers, need crash-tested 
and professional installed docking solutions for their mobile devices in vehicles. These solutions not only keep 
drivers safe from flying hardware in the event of a sudden stop, but also ensure the mobile devices are charging 
properly – and won’t drain the vehicle battery, leaving the crew stranded.

MOBILE FIELD SERVICE WORKFORCE NEEDS
 
We have millions of miles of roads, track, and pipelines, hundreds of thousands of airline flights, thousands of 
miles of maritime waterways, and millions of emergency response vehicles. We now also have tens of millions 
of sensors, screens, devices, and monitors keeping track of that entire infrastructure.

So, how do we maintain it all securely?

The answer is a mobile workforce. It’s the job of millions of workers to go out into the field and make all these 
systems work. Because infrastructure is now as much a digital system as it is concrete, asphalt, and steel, 
those workers need to be equipped with rugged mobile technology: laptops, tablets, handhelds, phones, and 
specialized peripherals.

In this section, we’ll look how a mobile technology-equipped workforce can increase productivity, 
responsiveness, and safety. We will discuss why these challenging environments require rugged, enterprise-
grade connected mobile devices and the need for reliable, infrastructure-scale wireless connectivity.

MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT

If you manage a large mobile workforce, you’re also managing a fleet of mobile 
devices. Those devices need to be configured, updated, inventoried, and tracked. The 
software running on those devices also has to be managed.

The key to scaling up a mobile workforce is starting with a mobile device and 
application management system. It is a piece of centralized software provisions 
devices, and manages them throughout their lifecycle. It helps set up the machines, 
makes sure only approved apps are installed, and manages the security of apps. 
It also configures communications parameters, so the workers out in the field can 
connect to the servers and resources they need, no matter where they are or what 
physical conditions they’re working in.

It would be best to 
be able to gather 
status information 
using a single 
management 
interface.
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Remote management for your digital device fleet is critical. While you may sometimes need to modify an 
individual device, you may also need to push changes to the entire fleet. It might also be necessary to geofence 
device capabilities, allowing certain capabilities to be used in certain locations and in certain conditions. 

App management systems can also silently install or uninstall apps. They can reassign apps from one user 
to another, either on a case-by-case basis or automatically at the end of a contract or project assignment. 
Similarly, mobile app management systems, when installed on devices provisioned for centralized control, can 
prevent certain native apps from being used, prevent apps from being uninstalled, authorize an enterprise app 
store, and set groups of apps to be whitelisted or blacklisted from worker use.

Any mobile workforce is likely to be dealing with a tremendous number of devices and most likely based on 
more than one operating system, therefore it would be best to be able to gather status information using a 
single management interface, rather than having to juggle an interface for each system or application. Look for 
a mobile management system that allows you to use the cloud to track version, storage availability, installed 
apps, encryption status, and more.

RUGGED GEAR THAT CAN WITHSTAND THE 
TOUGHEST ENVIRONMENTS

 
Of course, no matter how well managed your devices are, they’re going to have to 
perform in the field. That means you need to opt for enterprise grade laptops, tablets or 
handhelds over consumer options. These mobile devices need to be able to withstand 
harsh conditions including heat, cold, rain, dust, wind, and just about anything else 
Mother Nature can throw at your workers.

It will be up to the hardware’s shell to protect its delicate electronic components. Look 
for devices that meet MIL-STD-810G specifications, and can withstand drops, water, 
vibrations and extreme temperatures. The US Department of Defense developed a 
series of tests (Mil-Spec) to validate the level of ruggedization in a piece of technology. 

Look for technology that has passed these tests.

If your workers are expected to be out in the sun all day, you’ll need screens that are bright enough and light-
filtered properly, so workers can read them. If your workers are in dusty, smoky or even hazardous environments, 
or in first-responder environments, the mobile devices must be purpose-built to withstand those conditions.

While mobile devices need to be as tough as a tank, the devices are now available in all form factors and sizes 
and have become lighter to carry. Also, with the rise of handhelds and 2-in-1 hybrid mobile devices, mobile 
workers may be able to carry fewer tools on the job.

Find out how workers are using the devices they already have, and take the time to document real-world 
hardware and app usage so you’ll have a better understanding of how a new device would fit into workers’ 
daily responsibilities and routines. For example, you may discover that having a longer battery life is critical to 
support multiple shifts with one charge. Shadowing employees on the job is critical to fully understand how they 
are using technology in the field. These results will help your selection of the most appropriate form factor.

Consider the gear around the gear. Crash-tested and certified vehicle mounts are critical in all industries where 
mobile workers need to access data in vehicles. Loose or poorly installed mobile devices can cause injury to 
drivers in the event of a sudden stop or accident. Select a certified installer who is well versed in the ergonomic 
and safety protocols when installing vehicle mounts.

Having a longer 
battery life is 
critical to support 
multiple shifts 
with one charge.
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When evaluating a mobile solution, don’t forget to keep security in mind. Mobile devices can be lost or stolen. 
How do you make sure the data on them won’t fall into the wrong hands? With an aggressive regulatory 
environment, not only is your data at risk, but your organization could find itself forced to justify and prove that 
precautions were taken. This is where capabilities like hardware encryption, biometric authentication, removable 
drives, and other physical security issues can augment the security capabilities inherent in the operating system 
and application software you use.

STRONG CONNECTIVITY
 
Finally, consider the wireless connectivity required. While sensor devices and telemetry devices may only need to 
reach a few hundred yards, your workers will need to be able to stay connected at all times.

Make sure you invest in radio communications technology that is robust in all conditions. When choosing a 
wireless broadband provider, look for a vendor that can provide enterprise-level reliability and has a strong and 
secure signal everywhere you expect your workers to be working.

PANASONIC AND VERIZON
 
When you’re maintaining and protecting the critical infrastructure millions of citizens depend on, your responsibility 
is to a lot more than just your company’s balance sheet. You’re protecting lives.

Panasonic and Verizon recognize that. Both companies understand that maintaining critical infrastructure is a job 
for a strong team requiring powerful and capable technology, technology that’s consistently available, rock solid, 
and reliable. By combining rugged computing with superior wireless capability, your workers can be assured 
that they’ll be able to do their jobs efficiently and effectively. They’ll be able to file their work orders, communicate 
in real-time to their back office, access customer history and knowledge bases, route, schedule, update – and 
anything else required of them.

GET TOUGH WITH PANASONIC
 
From EMS professionals to utility and transportation workers, on the road or in the field, Panasonic is helping 
to keep organizations and agencies moving forward. Engineered to withstand drips, drops, dust, and grime, 
Toughbook laptops, tablets and handhelds thrive and survive in the harshest of environments. Panasonic is the 
market leader in the rugged computing space, having introduced its Toughbook® rugged laptop 20 years ago.

As a core manufacturer, Panasonic sets the industry standard for reliability with a less than 2% failure rate. 
That means mobile workers maintaining the infrastructure across the country can ensure the highest level of 
productivity and stay connected in the harshest of environments, extreme inclement weather, or challenging 
field conditions. Panasonic offers mobile solutions in a variety of accessible form factors, including handheld 
barcode scanners, tablets, convertible 2-in-1 laptops, and laptops in screen sizes ranging from 4.7 inches to 
10 inches, in both Windows and Android platforms.

Not only is a Toughbook purpose-built to withstand extreme mobile environments, but it has the exclusive 
Panasonic ProServices support team standing behind it. To help ensure uninterrupted worker productivity and 
efficiency, Panasonic offers support and services throughout the lifecycle of your mobile computing device. 
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Panasonic can help develop a deployment plan for new technologies and offer services to its customers that 
will help them reduce the time, complexity, and costs of transitioning to the new technologies. These services 
include consultation, staging, kitting, deployment, vehicle installation and even training to help reduce the long-
term burden on IT services.

STAY CONNECTED WITH VERIZON
 
Verizon’s next gen network is America’s largest and fastest 4G LTE network ever. The company has more 4G 
LTE coverage than any of its competitors and with LTE Advanced offers 50% faster peak speeds across the US 
in more than 450 cities coast to coast. Verizon’s presence goes beyond the United States, operating more than 
200 datacenters, including 13 Network Access Point (NAP) facilities. The company also operates one of the 
largest global IP networks in the world.

Verizon has developed a highly competitive machine-to-machine (M2M) management platform for devices, and 
it offers managed hosting and co-location services. 

In addition, the download and upload speeds of wireless broadband can provide a unique benefit for your 
mobile teams. Not only can workers access a corporate LAN over a VPN at speeds of 5 to 12 Mbps for 
downloads, they can also upload data at speeds of 2 to 5 Mbps, which makes it possible to send and receive 
advanced telemetry streams from sensors. This capability empowers your workforce to easily upload photos or 
video, and even participate in live video conferences from the field.

Verizon’s 4G LTE network also has greater intrinsic security than Wi-Fi and 3G networks. Every SIM card 
creates a trust relationship with the network based on secured identity information, encryption keys tied to each 
session, algorithms that validate data integrity, and 128-bit keys.

As you can see, with Panasonic, you can take your gear into the toughest conditions and survive. With Verizon, 
you can communicate among machines, workers, and your corporate IT department, wherever work takes you. 
Combining both enables transportation, public safety, and utilities workers to maintain the gear that keeps our 
infrastructure and our lives safe. It’s a very important job. Now you have the tools to do it.

To learn more about rugged mobile devices from Panasonic with built-in Verizon connectivity,  
please visit http://toughbookterritory.com/verizon/TR. 
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